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--Very Best Radeon 7950 Litecoin / Scrypt Miner Settings (Best steady 620+ KH/s)--Updated
1/18/14 **Free Technical Support is included with your buy.) and with any scrypt centered crypto-
currency (Litecoin, Dogecoin, etc. Save period looking through the community forums and get all

the best information in a single place: this eBook. More than 570 happy customers to date
(between Amazon, Bitmit, and eBay)!** So, you merely bought that new Radeon 7950 cards for

Litecoin mining.... What settings are the best? How can you know for certain?" I spent hours
working out the very best settings for these cards.?purchase with confidence from this seller! -

winningbidder " I'm going to save you that hassle. Are you fed up with spending hours in
learning from your errors to find the best stable scrypt mining configurations for your 7950? Buy

my settings and you may get full instructions for how to get the most away of your 7950 rig.
This manual will provide you with all instructions needed to get 620+ KH/s out of your

cards.Ideal Service From an Honest Person - This guy knows his stuff - Would Trust. Thanks!
Your digital purchase includes the next settings:Mid range 605 KH/sHigh Performance 620

KH/sUltra High Performance 635 KH/sThese settings only possess 1% stales or lower
(depending on your pool).They work with many Radeon 7950s (Sapphire, Gigabyte, HIS, MSI, etc.

Email me at the address in the rear of the publication if you need assistance.)Time is profit
crypto-currency mining.Very informative stuff! Feedback from buyers (on other sites):"" -

xgalilieo " It required a great deal of time and effort to optimize my 5x 7950 rigs to place out
620+ Kh/s each.Helped get me from 1200+ WU to 1300+ WU... A quad card program will draw

935 watts at the wall structure, and be hashing at 620+ KH/s on each card. - johndough " -
rodneyphillips " These settings only require air cooling and draw 195 watts for every cards. Thx! -

blueredy "Very fast shipping, great conversation, fantastic. Highly recommended!" -
rs4longhorns " Save days/weeks of frustration and get your miners operating at top output!

Great vendor! A++" How many hours will you sit before your rig, looking forward to it to lock up or
overheat?"I am a veteran pc tech, an avid Bitcoin enthusiast, and I have already been building

miners for days gone by 2 years. Many thanks!"Well written"7950 was so helpful I had to
understand this one!! Awesome!If your just engaging in mining or a practiced pro you'll want

this. - johndough
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Great book - good and well-organized information which can be quite helpful Roman's book is
fairly useful and intelligible. Should you have any troubles with the configurations that he offers
he includes his email address where you can contact him. Best guide out there, Thanks. If the
ebook does not take care of your needs then Roman will gladly converse with you over email.
Since this 7970 guidebook had helped me therefore very much I figured it would help him too.
clear and detailed very clear and detailed how to so you can get the most out of graphic cards
mining, very interesting reserve and I found it useful Very helpful for beginners and worth the
money. Best return for your expenditure dollars. While I wasn't able to attain additional swiftness
this guidebook reminded me of 1 very important stage. I bought this as a practiced miner hoping
for any jiblit of details that may help me tune out my miners slightly bit faster. I want that I had
found this guide when I first started out.I had put together 11 litecoin rigs (all 7970's) and was
struggling to find the most out of these when I came across that guide. Spectacular outcomes
but must have some good coolant system. This might not seem like much but when you have
quite a few miners operating, each drawing 1200-1300w having the ability to get your power
consumption down a few hundred watts really helps! The 7970 guide was so helpful I
purchased this one for my pal with 7050's I actually originally bought the 7970 guideline in mid
july 2013 off the big auction website everybody knows. I would certainly recommend this go
through to anyone whose thinking about mining or been at it for a while. Underclocking! The
methodical approach presented in the guide was invaluable for getting started.In December
2013 I bought the 7950 guide for my friend just because a he was trying to get his 7950's going.
I state this to anyone who offered this ebook a poor rating because they could not obtain miner
to work and did not contact the author via his email which he provides and gladly responds
to.Nothing GPU-based may mine Scrypt-based coins like Litecoin at a revenue, you MUST work
ASIC-based miners to get a CHANCE to benefit from Scrypt today.The author has been helpful
when I've emailed him and obviously wrote these guides from first hand experience. Great
starting configs! Roman is a solid guy, he was incredibly helpful in tuning my rig even AFTER he
had my money. Although some other sellers may just keep you hanging, he did not. Each
configuration of cards, motherboard,and CPU is unique and there is absolutely no "magic bullet"
when it comes to configurations. If these cinfigs do not get you to where you wish to be, reach
out to the author for a few help, he's great and knows his stuff. Helped me a whole lot.With them
on my 4x Sapphire Dual-X 7950 rig to accomplish a stable 700 Kh/s per card with only 1000w
at the wall. OUTDATED. ARGUABLY A Fraud. An Exceptional Guide This step-by-step guide
saves you from having to find out exactly which mix of clocks and voltage levels will produce the
required hash rate.He is happily mining away with his 2 7950s at a hash price not that much
less than me with my 7970's. This might have already been a usefull help when it first appeared,
but for the last 2 years or so it is nothing but helpful information to HOW TO LOSE MONEY. It's
created in a clear, concise manner that enables you to begin with mining with maximal
performance and minimal work. Responses from the writer to emails sent were prompt,
comprehensive and most importantly resolved any minor conditions that arose. Cryptocurrency
mining can have got a steep learning curve and this book combined with author support are an
invaluable tool to the beginning miner.Note: I bought these configs from Roman via eBay, not
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Amazon but they are one and the same.. Thanks a lot. He knows what he's talking about.. He
knows what he's discussing in this book. Very useful guide! Very helpful information for
beginners. Working 4 7950's I was able to get my overall program wattage from around 1250w
to 900w and not lose any swiftness! I chose to contact him myself and he was quite pleased to
offer any extra help or tech support team easily needed it - that i did in fact because my 3 MSI
7950 machine was having problems despite having the most stable settings and I could not
figure out why. This guide clearly steps you through the configurations whether you are just
starting out or have already been mining for quite some time. The author come up with this
useful guide to save lots of the buyer hours of time looking for right information. I have tried
many settings and these have already been the best up to now. Considering how much any of
the parts are going to cost, the price of this book will be the most affordable item. The access
you can the author will probably be worth the cost of the book by itself.
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